MASSAGES

THE TAO INTEGRATIVE MASSAGE
(SWEDEISH WITH CUSTOMIZED TECHNIQUES)

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE

SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST SPORTS MASSAGE

MOTHER EARTH PRE-NATAL MASSAGE

ASIAN REFLEXOLOGY

MARMAR POINT HEAD MASSAGE

COUPLES MASSAGE

MASSAGE PRICING

THIRTY MINUTE $60
FIFTY MINUTE $90
SEVENTY MINUTE $110
NINETY MINUTE $130

ADDITIONAL ENHANCEMENTS

DEEP TISSUE: ADD $10
HOT STONE: ADD $20

CUSTOM WAXING

We can perform 20 different types of waxing.
The basic prices are listed below for the most
popular requests:

EYE BROW MAINTENANCE $15
(SHAPING ADD: $10)

LIP WAX $12    CHIN WAX $15

AMERICAN BIKINI WAX $50
(FRENCH ADD: $15 / BRAZILIAN ADD: $30)

NAIL TREATMENTS

Available by appointment only.

MANICURE $45
PEDICURE $65

CUSTOMIZED ORGANIC HUNGARIAN FACIAL

An oasis of luscious facials that are customized to
overcome any skin challenge, especially those caused
by the dry conditions of the arid Rocky Mountain
desert. Eminence Skin Care, famous for fresh organic
fruits, herbal ingredients and known for advanced
Hungarian techniques, is a favorite among
sophisticated spa-goers and spa therapists.

THIRTY MINUTE $70
FIFTY MINUTE $100
SEVENTY MINUTE $120
NINETY MINUTE $140

EMINENCE BODY TREATMENTS

HUNGARIAN ORGANIC SUGAR SCRUB

Eminence Organic Sugar Scrubs gently exfoliate
and smooth skin with Alpha Hydroxy Acid naturally
occurring in the Raw Sugar Cane Granules. Choose
between the Coconut Scrub for maximum hydration
or the Blueberry Soy Scrub rich in antioxidants and
designed to revitalize you. Refined, nourished and
glowing skin is revealed as dry brushing and steam
towels give a full body detoxification!

FIFTY MINUTES $105

HUNGARIAN ORGANIC BODY WRAP

Famous for result delivery visible after the first
treatment! Highly potent and result driven products
from handpicked plants, fruits and herbs leave
immediate visible results. Your choice between the
age defying and antioxidant rich blueberry slimming
wrap with anti-cellulite stimulating and firming
ingredients or Nourishing Mango Enzyme will smooth
areas of hyper-pigmented sun damaged skin

FIFTY MINUTES $105

IN-ROOM SERVICE IS AVAILABLE
FOR AN ADDITIONAL $15
(on most spa treatments)